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Device Management

Warranty

Long press: Sound Control
Increase the
volume

Microphone

Decrease
the volume

Music:
One click - pause
/ play
Two clicks - the
next track
Three clicks - the
previous track

I.C
OM

Incoming calls:
Short press response
Holding down reject / reset

1. Within 7 days of purchase, in case of problems with the functioning of
the device, you can choose a free replacement product, return or repair.
If exchange or return the goods, you must provide intact packaging unit.
2. Within 15 days of purchase, in case of problems with the functioning
of the device, you can choose a free replacement or repair of the goods.
If exchange or return the goods, you must provide intact packaging unit.
3. In the course of one month from the date of purchase, in case
of problems with the functioning of the device, you can choose a
free repair. If exchange or return the goods, you must provide intact
packaging unit.

4. Within 3 months of purchase, in case of problems with the operation
of the device and must be repaired, the consumer pays the transport
costs.

* The volume of sound at smartphones with the Android system is determined
by the manufacturers of smartphones, carefully read the instructions of your
smartphone
Manages smartphones with the Android and iOS (STІA international standard
interface)
Apple: iPhone 4 / iPhone 4s / iPhone5 / iPhone5s / iPhone6 / iPhone6 Plus
Samsung: Galaxy S4 / Galaxy Note 3
Xiaomi: Mi 2 / Mi 2S / Mi 3 / Mi 4 / Redmi 2A / Redmi Note / Mi Note and other
new version of smart phones based on Android.

Notice

5. During the validity period of warranty, the consumer must have and
maintain in good form «device», «receipt» and «Warranty Certificate»
(three things without which it is impossible to guarantee a service).

Attention!

1) failure to provide initial setup instructions and the installation and use of
the device;
2) problems caused by unauthorized maintenance in service centers;
3) damage caused under force majeure circumstances;

4) damage arising from the use of an aggresive cleaning solvent , if the
device was a long time on direct sunlight or in a cold room (20C - + 50C);
problems arising from getting wet or drop the device;
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1MORE headphones does not have the function of storing folded;
For headphones we used a reliable and robust steel titanium alloy, which
prevents headphones of breaking, so you will be able to for a long time to use
headphones, but do not let them over-twisting, to prevent deformation.
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5) lack of warranty card or receipt.

List of Faults

Accessories
Manual

Headphones

Cable

Pouch for storage
Sign up for www.1more.com, here you will find a lot
of interesting!
Please note, you have a chance to win Mi Phone
and other prizes!

Producer: «Appliances and Electronics»
Address: Shenzhen, Nanshan district, building XiLiTianLiao

